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CHRIS FLEMING – GHOST HUNTER 

Chris Fleming is a world-renowned Medium and Paranormal Investigator from Chicago, IL who has been 
experiencing supernatural phenomena for 50 years. Growing up in a haunted house and living in one now 
- He is more than familiar with ghosts, entities, and hauntings.  

 

Chris is a spiritual counselor in private practice for 17+ years, counseling and assisting those in need, 
who are troubled, or dealing with various circumstances not normally addressed in psychology, such as 
being traumatized by paranormal activity, looking to communicate with a loved one, and learning to better 
control or understand ones own psychic abilities.  

 

Chris has also been hosting and appearing on Paranormal TV programs worldwide for 23 years. He 
currently presents on the upcoming new TV series Haunted Ireland set to air in the USA in 2024 and can 
be seen hosting on Travel Channel, Discovery+, and MAX in such series as Haunted Scotland, Season 1 & 
2 of HELP! My House is Haunted, Psychic Kids, and Dead Famous! He has made guest appearances on 
such hit paranormal shows as Ghost Adventures, Portals to Hell,  Ghost Hunters, Fright Club, Zak 
Bagans' The Demon House: Lost Footage, and The Curse of Lizzy Borden (Shock Doc) which won a 
GOLD TELLY AWARD in the best television Horror category in 2023.  

 

Chris Fleming has investigated all across the United States at the most haunted and famous locations as 
well as traveled to multiple countries; including Jamaica. Mexico, the United Kingdom, Scotland, and 
Ireland investigating haunted churches, castles, ancient burials, battlefields, pubs, and much more!  

 

Proving the paranormal is important to Chris as he has spent decades working with some of the top 
engineers developing and testing new paranormal technology. From the "direct response method" with 
the K2 meter to direct audio spirit communication in co-creating the Spirit Box P-SB7 with Gary Galka, a 
radio ITC device used by paranormal investigators worldwide.  

Chris hosts a paranormal podcast on iTunes, going on 17 years, called Spirit Talk with Chris Fleming. In 
his spare time, he creates art, putting his creativity and BA in Fine Art to use. Chris sells prints of his 
work and can be seen creating and posting new works on his social media accounts frequently.  

 

His Paranormal Presentation:  

 



Chris Fleming has been speaking for 23 years. He offers an informative and highly entertaining multi-
media Apple Keynote presentation that will engross your students about the paranormal, sending chills 
down their spines with his personal first-hand encounters and ghostly illustrations, to actual spirit voices, 
real photographic evidence, and eye-popping videos, while opening your students' minds to the reality of 
the paranormal world. You don’t want to miss his personal touching story of connecting with his father in 
the afterlife. Sure to emotionally resonate with many students and staff that decide to attend. Represented 
by GP College Entertainment, Chris Fleming's presentation is sure to be talked about on campus for 
weeks, if not years!  

 

(Run time approx. 60-90 min with 10-15 min for Q&A) 


